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Two-Stage Monte Carlo Tree Search for Connect6
Shi-Jim Yen, Member, IEEE, and Jung-Kuei Yang

Abstract—Recently, Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) has be-
come a well-known game search method, and has been successfully
applied to many games. This method performs well in solving
search trees with numerous branches, such as Go, Havannah,
etc. Connect6 is a game involving a search tree with numerous
branches, and it is also one of the sudden-death games. This paper
thus proposes a new MCTS variant related to Connect6, called
two-stage MCTS. The first stage focuses on threat space search
(TSS), which is designed to solve the sudden-death problem. For
the double-threat TSS in Connect6, this study proposes an algo-
rithm called iterative threat space search (ITSS) which combines
normal TSS with conservative threat space search (CTSS). The
second stage uses MCTS to estimate the game-theoretic value of
the initial position. This stage aims at finding the most promising
move. The experimental result shows that two-stage MCTS is
considerably more efficient than traditional MCTS on those
positions with TSS solution in Connect6. Furthermore, according
to Connect6 heuristic knowledge, this paper uses relevance-zone
search to accelerate identifying winning and losing moves.

Index Terms—Board games, Connect6, conservative TSS, itera-
tive TSS, Monte Carlo tree search, threat space search.

I. INTRODUCTION

S EARCHING is both a method of solving problems and
a means for programs to display their intelligence. When

facing complex problems, computers must explore a vast
number of states, which requires enormous computational
time. Two means of tackling difficult problems exist in such
situations. The first approach involves applying heuristic
knowledge of the relevant field to decrease the search states.
This approach saves considerable time on problem solving.
Currently, heuristic knowledge plays a significant role in branch
elimination. Only effective evaluation can correctly evaluate
different game states.
The second approach involves selecting an efficient search al-

gorithm. An effective search method can correctly guide search
orientation and increase search efficiency. This can avoid un-
necessary time wasting and focus the search on the optimal state
space, significantly improving search performance.
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Recently, Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) has become an
extremely popular game search method, and it has been applied
to numerous game searches. MCTS-based programs for which
good evaluation functions are hard to build, for example Go,
have succeeded in [4]–[7], [11], and [12]. Moreover, MCTS is
also used in other games, such as Amazons [14], Backgammon
[18], lines of action (LOA) [19], Havannah [8], and Hex [3].
MCTS is based on the idea of sampling enormous branches

by playout from the leaf node. Not only does MCTS sample
from the branches after evaluating the position, but it also cor-
rects mistakes in the upper sampling position by developing the
correspondent branches of the search tree.

A. Connect6

Since Wu [20] investigated online board games like
k-in-a-row or Connect (m, n, k, p, q) in 2005, Connect (19, 19,
6, 2, 1) or Connect6, derived from Gomoku, has been a very
popular research topic [13], [21], [23]–[26], [28]. Connect6 is a
fair and highly complex game with simple rules. Although the
game itself is not new, its features offer a research direction.
The rules of Connect6 are very simple. Connect6 is a game

for two players (black and white). Black and white take turns
placing stones on a 19 19 board. Except for the first move,
which is limited to placing just one stone, in subsequent moves
players are allowed to place two stones simultaneously. Nor-
mally, black moves first. Because the rules do not allow player
to pass, the game states change in a stable manner. Since stones
cannot be killed, cell1 states remain constant following stone
placement, and thus the game state never repeats during a single
game.
Because the rules of Connect6 require all moves after the first

one to involve placing two stones, the search tree has an enor-
mous number of branches. Take 19 19 board for example.
Some 64 620(360 359/2) possibilities exist for the second
move. As the branches are so numerous, it becomes difficult or
impossible to search all positions.
Allis [2] proved that the first mover in Gomoku can always

win. In the case of Connect6, each side always has one more
stone on the board than their opponent. Connect6 thus is fairer
than Gomoku because the first player in Gomoku has either one
more stone than their opponent or the same number of stones.
Additionally, thus far nobody has demonstrated that the advan-
tage in Connect6 lies with any one side, so based on current
research the game is fairer than traditional Gomoku.

B. Problem Statement and Research Questions

This paper discusses how the MCTS can be applied to Con-
nect6, possible improvements and how strongly it can play.
Hence, the research aims are as follows:

1The intersections to place stones on the board is called cell in this paper.
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Fig. 1. AND/OR search tree. Rectangles represent an OR-Node, and circles
represent an AND-Node.

1) an introduction to threat space search (TSS) was used in
k-in-a-row games and related subjects;

2) develop a search structure that allows MCTS to be used to
play Connect6;

3) discuss the heuristic knowledge that can be used to im-
prove MCTS according to the features of Connect6;

4) analyze the accuracy and performance of the new structure
developed by this paper for MCTS in Connect6.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the TSS, which is a sudden-death feature incorporated
into k-in-a-row games. Section III then proposed an algorithm
for double-threat TSS (like VCDT as mentioned in [26]) in Con-
nect6, which is termed the iterative threat space search. Subse-
quently, Section IV introduces MCTS implementation to Con-
nect6. This section provides a new structure for MCTS, called
two-stage MCTS. Section V introduces a heuristic knowledge
that can be used in Connect6. Section VI then explains the ex-
perimental method and results. Finally, Section VII presents
conclusions.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Search in Connect6

1) AND/OR Tree: AND/OR trees can be used to describe
problems involving Connect6. In Connect6 search, the player
who is the search target is the offensive side, and the opposing
player is the defensive side. The search begins on the offensive
side, which represents the initial search position, and ends when
one side wins or a draw occurs.
Fig. 1 is an AND/OR search tree of Connect6. The root node

is the position after the defensive side move, and is the initial
searching position, which is termed level 0 (or root node) of
the search tree. Based on the position of level 0, level 1 shows
the moves of the offensive side, like nodes B or C, and level
1 of the search tree. Similarly, level 2 shows the moves of the
defensive side based on the move of the offensive side in level
1. The search tree is formed in this manner.
The position after the move of the defensive side is an

OR-Node. Among the children of this OR-Node, whenever
a node is identified that demonstrates a win for the offensive
side, it is proved that the offensive side achieves this victory
under this OR-Node, like nodes B or C in the figure. Whenever
a node (B or C) is proved victorious, the offensive side wins
under the position of node A.

The position after the move of the offensive side is an AND-
Node. For the offensive side, regardless of the defensive efforts
of the defensive side, the offensive side must win because only
then can it be seen as a winner. For example, nodes D and E
in Fig. 1 are defensive moves of the defensive side under the
position of node B. we have to prove that, whether in node D or
E, the position where the offensive side wins can be searched.
Victory for the offensive side can then be shifted to node B.
2) Candidate Moves: Forming candidate moves of Connect6

is a very difficult decision because, except for the first move,
every move involves two stones. For a given position, the only
candidate moves are those involving various combinations of
empty cells. Thus, the amount of candidate moves at every level
is very large, which will exert a strong contradictory influence
on searching.
Moves that comply with the game rules are called legal

moves. Legal moves are the basic requirements that generate
candidate moves in a game searching. However, when forming
moves, moves formed by considering winning or losing condi-
tions are termed rational moves.
Taking Connect6 for example, if there is any threat from one

side, the other sidemust make blockingmoves, or lose the game.
Moves made under these conditions are called rational moves.
It is easier to make legal moves with the knowledge of which

cells on the board are empty. Rationalmoves are those generated
based on consideration of threats in Connect6. The candidate
moves presented in this paper must be based on the considera-
tion of threats on some position, and thus correspond with the
requirement that moves be rational.

B. Threat Space Search

TSS is the most common search method in Connect- games
[1], [2], [9], [17], [23]. TSS controls the candidate moves by
using the situation in which Defender2 must block the threats
that occur after the move of Attacker.
According to the definition of the threats used by Wu [20]

“one player, sayW, cannot connect six. B is said to have t threats,
if and only if W needs to place t stones to prevent B from winning
in the next move of B.” This paper assumes that when one of
the players makes a threat, their opponent will make a blocking
move.
Therefore, the TSS features require Attacker to make a threat

whenever it makes a move. For Connect6, the threat can be
single or double, and this paper calls the move that can make
one or two threats, Threat-Move. According to this concept, At-
tacker must select one among numerous candidate moves to ful-
fill this need, and this paper calls this kind of search TSS (like
VCST as mentioned in [26]).
Attacker can belong to the offensive or defensive sides of

the search tree. Thus, the TSS begins when one player makes
threats, with that player being called Attacker. TSS aims to gen-
erate the number of threats that are bigger than the number of
legal stones to play and Defender cannot block, resulting in a

2TSS search can be used in the offensive or defensive sides of the game tree
search. To distinguish the offensive and defensive sides of the TSS-subtree and
whole search tree, this paper labels the offensive side Attacker and the other
side Defender in TSS.
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Fig. 2. Double-threat Connection (Live 4) and its defensive moves. (A), (B),
and (C) denote the normal defense, while (D) denotes the conservative defense.
(A) Normal defense, (B) normal defense, (C) normal defense, and (D) conser-
vative defense.

Fig. 3. Search tree of double-threat TSS. (A) denotes normal defense, and (B)
represents conservative defense. In this figure, Attacker lies on the offensive
side of search tree. Attacker of double-threat TSS can lie on either offensive side
or defensive side of the search tree. (A) Normal defense and (B) conservative
defense.

victory for Attacker, and identifying the terminal state for At-
tacker win. In this case, the 3 of this node is logically
True if Attacker is on the offensive side of the AND/OR tree.
This method can significantly decrease the searching states, and
quickly identifies a possible winning move for the present posi-
tion.
In this paper, when a position has a solution, it means that At-

tacker follows some winning strategy to achieve the final win-
ning position (like triple-or-more-threat move in [26]) in all De-
fender blocking moves. For example, Attacker uses the strategy
of continuous single-threat-or-more moves under a position to
find the final winning position, and the position is said to have
a TSS solution. Under a certain position, one or more solutions
may exist for Attacker, but the goal of TSS is to find one solu-
tion.
1) Double-Threat TSS: Connection is a most commonly

used information when searching in Connect- games. The
double-threat TSS begins after a player finds double-threat
moves. Currently, Threat-Move generation uses Connection
Pattern (or Pattern) to determine the Threat-Move, and the
same approach is used to obtain the related defense moves. For
information on Connection Pattern, please refer to [20], [23];
for information on saving and calculating Connection, please
refer to [15], [27], [28].
When Attacker makes a double-threat move, rationality dic-

tates that Defender must block the threats. Fig. 2 illustrates an
example of a Connection involving two threats, together with
different defensive moves. Three defenses exist: (A), (B), and

3The of a node in an AND/OR tree is as follows:

Fig. 4. Search tree structure of CTSS. The child of every Attacker is just one
node. Attacker of CTSS is the offensive side of the search tree in this figure.

Fig. 5. Example of conservative defense.

(C). This kind of defense is termed normal defense4, and the
set of all normal defense moves is termed the defense set. The
number of defense set for all kinds of blocking two threats can
be assumed from the observation of Connect6.
2) Property 1: In Connect6, for double-threat moves, the

defense set contains a maximum of four defensive moves.
In this paper, double-threat TSS with normal defense denotes

the search method in which Defender blocks the threats of At-
tacker using legal moves, and Attacker responds by applying
deeper double-threat TSS in response to individual defensive
moves. As the search tree shows in Fig. 3(a), when Attacker
threatens Defender, three different defensive moves exist, (A),
(B), and (C) in Fig. 2, all of which are the children of Attacker’s
node, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The state space to be searched is
larger in this approach because every defensive move must be
searched individually, increasing the complexity of dealing with
these nodes in the search tree.
In double-threat TSS, if Attacker uses the strategy of contin-

uous double-threat-or-more moves in a position to find the final
winning position in all Defender moves, the position is said to
have a double-threat solution (or T2 solution).
3) Conservative TSS: Conservative defense, introduced by

Wu [20], is a method Defender uses to block double-threat
moves. A double-threat TSS with this kind of defense is called
a conservative threat space search (CTSS). This approach is
based on having Defender place stones on all the cells in normal
defense moves. Fig. 2(d) shows the cells on which CTSS places
stones, and Fig. 3(b) shows the defensive node of search tree
created by conservative defense.
Because the method of playing stones used by conservative

defense involves playing stones on all the cells in the defense
set, the depth of the search tree turns to a half height from the
perspective of the search tree. This occurs because all Defender
and Attacker nodes turn into one. Fig. 4 shows the structure of
the CTSS tree. Because every Attacker node has only one child,

4Using legal stones to defend against threats is called normal defense. Such
moves are normal defense moves.
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Fig. 6. Defender’s threat caused by conservative defense (numbers in the figure represent the cells in each searching level). (A) The initial position of searching.
(B) The double-threat move of Attacker and the blocking moves of Defender. (C) The position when black stones are played on the cells numbered 2 in CTSS.
(D) The position of searching end in CTSS, the white wins.

Attacker and Defender nodes can be combined in Attacker node,
like the nodes in the ellipses of Fig. 4.
Because the depth of the search tree is reduced to half of the

height, the search states can decrease significantly, increasing
the search speed. Consequently, this paper obtains the following
property.
4) Property 2: In the AND/OR tree for the two-player game,

Attacker and Defender nodes are combined into an OR-Node if
Attacker has just one child. Therefore, the height of the search
tree is halved, and the AND/OR tree is transformed into an OR
tree.
Using conservative defense to decrease the branching factors

and the depth of the search tree accelerates the search speed.
However, this approach is excessively defensive and ignores
lots of the state space when searching.
This approach can be considered favorable for searching by

Defender: in each defense, the number of Defender stones in-
creases faster than the number of Attacker stones. Take the Live
4 Connection for example; Defender can increase by a max-
imum of four stones at a time, which naturally puts Attacker at
a disadvantage, and impedes the finding of a solution.
In double-threat TSS, if Attacker finds the T2 solution based

on the conservative defense of Defender, the solution that is
found by using CTSS in a position is said to have a CTSS solu-
tion. Thus, the following property is obtained.
5) Property 3: When playing the CTSS in a Connect6 posi-

tion, a CTSS solution that can be obtained under a position is
definitely the correct answer; otherwise, no CTSS solution ex-
ists for the position.

Anyhow, CTSS has the advantage of rapid search speed and
the disadvantage of higher error rate. CTSS thus is a high-risk
search method.

C. Search Goal

Considering the above discussion and the characteristics of
Connect6, the search goals in this game are summarized below.
1) If the game-theoretic value [9] of the initial position has
been determined, that value must be identified. The game-
theoretic value of Connect6 is the TSS solution. The
of the node in the AND/OR tree is as follows:

.
2) If no TSS solution exists in the initial position, the most
promising move is obtained from the first level.

Achieving these objectives requires considering numerous is-
sues. First, this paper discusses the Iterative TSS of Connect6.

III. THE ITERATIVE THREAT SPACE SEARCH

This section proposes a new search structure for double-threat
TSS, termed as the iterative threat space search (iterative TSS
or ITSS).

A. Disjoint Relation

Like the discussion on double-threat TSS, the existence of
two threats after Attacker plays a move requires Defender to
make different defensive moves. Fig. 5 shows that when white
faces two threats, white can respond with the following three
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Fig. 7. Example of using CTSS cannot obtain the solution because of the dis-
joint relation at level 1. (A) is the initial position, (B) is the search tree that uses
a conservative defense against Attacker moves in level 1, and (C) is the search
tree that uses the normal defense against Attacker moves in level 1.

defensive moves, (1, 3), (2, 3), and (2, 4). Regardless of cir-
cumstances, Defender will make one of three defensive moves.
Therefore, the three defensive moves can be said to possess a
disjoint relation.
Definition 1: In double-threat TSS with normal defense, dis-

joint relation indicates the relationship among the normal de-
fensive moves of Defender.
Moves with a disjoint relation must not simultaneously ap-

pear in defensive moves. Thus, this problem must be solved
when using conservative defense. Twomethods exist for solving
this problem of disjoint relation. First, this paper discusses the
influence of disjoint relation caused by CTSS. The most ob-
vious influence is the problem of Attacker in facing nonexistent
threats.
Fig. 6 illustrates CTSS used by white. When white stones are

placed on the cells numbered 1, two threats are generated by two
Dead 4, and because Defender employs conservative defense,
the stone is placed on the cells numbered 2; when searching
level 8, Defender occupies the cells numbered 8 in (C). At that
time, Attacker faces an unexpected threat, like that marked in
the figure.

Definition 2: In CTSS, all the cells that are conservative de-
fenses of Defender that do not exist simultaneously in normal
defense are called disjoint cells.
When searching level 2, black has two disjoint cells because

of its conservative defense, like the disjoint cells in (B) and
(C) of Fig. 6. Thus, when searching level 9, if white considers
blocking this threat, this search will yield no CTSS solution, and
will result in mistakes. The search solution for this example is
showed in Fig. 6(d).
To solve this problem, disjoint cells are adopted in conserva-

tive defense. Fig. 5 shows this conservative defense move (cells
1, 2, 3, 4) when white is about to block the threats of black. Re-
gardless of how Defender blocks the threats, cells, and

cannot exist simultaneously. In this situation, cells
and are considered disjoint cells. When searching leads
Defender to confront a threat, we can examine whether disjoint
cells exist in the Threat-Connection to determine the existence
of the threat.

B. Iterative TSS

Rather than using conservative defense moves, the second
method uses normal defense for double-threat moves. This ap-
proach can solve the problem of disjoint relation. This occurs
because when using normal defense, the disjoint relation natu-
rally does not exist. However, one has to give up the advantage
of CTSS quick searching.
Fig. 7 illustrates an example of conservative defense with no

solution, and normal defense with solution. Five double-threat
moves exist for white in the initial position. Regardless of what
move is made, if Defender adopts a conservative defense, At-
tacker cannot find the solution, as shown by Fig. 7(b). Instead
of using conservative defense, this paper uses normal defense,
and the example shown yields a solution.
However, this paper predicts that the use of normal defense in

searching will rapidly expand the searching space. Additionally,
since Attacker move is an AND-Node, to prove that the solution
can be found under an AND-Node, it must prove that all of
the children of the AND-Node must obtain solutions. As shown
in Fig. 7(c), proving that (e, f) can obtain a solution requires
proving that moves, (d, h), (d, g), (c, g) can first find solutions.
To solve this problem, this paper uses Iterative TSS to avoid

disjoint relations. This method is illustrated using the example
in Fig. 7(a).
On the first iteration, ITSS uses conservative defense to deal

with the double-threat moves, and no solution is searched for
white. On the second iteration, ITSS uses normal defense in re-
sponse to the double-threat moves of white in the first iteration.
This paper only discusses the move, (e, f) in Fig. 7(a), and no so-
lution is obtained in other double-threat moves involved in the
first iteration. Fig. 8(a) shows the relative position in Fig. 7(a).
White places on the cells are numbered 1 in the figure [e and f
in Fig. 7(a)].
ITSS uses normal defense to deal with the double-threat

move, and black places on (c, g), (d, g), and (d, h), respectively.
Regardless of move, solutions can be obtained using CTSS,
like (B), (C), and (D) in Fig. 8.
Thus, a solution exists for white in this position, involving

white playing a move on the cells numbered 1. Fig. 9 shows the
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Fig. 8. Example of ITSS finding the double-threat solution.

Fig. 9. Structure of the search tree for the ITSS solution. White makes a move
on the cells numbered 1 in Fig. 8(a).

structure of the search tree for this solution. If Attacker makes
a move on the cells numbered 1 in Fig. 8(a), the correspondent
solution is obtained.

C. The Search Architecture of ITSS

In the first iteration of searching, this paper uses CTSS to
rapidly search all the double-threat moves. In this iteration, the
search ends if any CTSS solution exists; otherwise, the search
proceeds in its next iteration.
The second iteration uses normal defense to deal with the

double-threat moves generated from the first iteration. After
performing the defensive moves, new double-threat moves are

made based on the defensive moves. Simultaneously, CTSS is
repeated on these double-threat moves. Because Defender uses
normal defense in the second iteration, the problem of disjoint
relation of moves, which occurs in the conservative defense of
Defender, is excluded from the search result of the double-threat
moves in the first iteration.
Fig. 10 illustrates the search architecture of ITSS. Node A is

the initial position of the board. First, ITSS performs CTSS on
the double-threat moves, nodes B, C, and D. If one node can ob-
tain a solution using CTSS, the CTSS-subtree can be preserved
and the search process can be completed in that iteration. Other-
wise, the branch built by CTSS is deleted. Because no possible
Defender moves exist in the conservative defense, the branch
built by CTSS is deleted.
This approach canmaintain the efficiency of CTSS. As for the

position where the double-threat solution can be obtained using
CTSS, benefits still exist for quickly obtaining the solution, such
as those shown in the first half of Fig. 10.
When the solution for nodes, B, C, and D cannot be obtained

in the first iteration, ITSS forms normal defense moves, such
as nodes E, F, G, H, I, J, K, and L, based on the double-threat
moves of B, C, and D in the second iteration, and continues
making double-threat moves of Attacker based on every defen-
sive move. Currently, ITSS can use the same approach as in the
first iteration, performing CTSS on these double-threat moves,
like nodes, M, N, O, P, Q, and R in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. Development of the search tree in ITSS.

Fig. 11. Outline of the MCTS algorithm edited from [4].

When conducting searches in the second iteration, since the
double-threat moves use normal defense in the second iteration,
no problem of disjoint relation exists for those double-threat
moves in level 1, and the problem of being unable to correctly
identify the solution attributed to the disjoint relation of con-
servative in the first iteration can naturally be solved. Thus, if
no CTSS solution exists, development of the next iteration can
continue until either a solution is found or the absence of any
solution is confirmed.

D. Conclusion for ITSS

TSS is a common searching method for Connect- games.
Meanwhile, CTSS is a much more efficient searching method
for Connect6. However, the problem of disjoint relation oc-
curring in CTSS is an important issue. Therefore, how to take
advantage of the quick searching of CTSS, how to efficiently
solve the problem of disjoint relation, and how to rapidly and
accurately perform TSS, this paper proposes the ITSS method.

The ITSS method can efficiently perform double-threat TSS for
Connect6.
ITSS is a search architecture for double-threat TSS, and can

be combined with any search method to develop the search tree.
Hence, Section IV explains both how to perform ITSS, and how
to combine it with MCTS. The Section IV proposes a MCTS
search structure for Connect6, and applies it to perform the
search for Connect6.

IV. MCTS IMPLEMENTATION IN KAVALAN

This section illustrates how to combine the MCTS with the
ITSS method mentioned in the previous section. Furthermore,
this section demonstrates how to design the two-stage MCTS
algorithm for Connect6.

A. The Basic Algorithm of MCTS

First, this paper discusses the basic search architecture of
MCTS. MCTS [4], [5], [11] are divided into four steps: selec-
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TABLE I
THE TYPES OF Two-STAGE MCTS

tion, expansion, play random game (or playout), and back-prop-
agation. The four steps are repeated according to the settled
times until the search time is used up. Fig. 11 shows the out-
line of MCTS, and illustrates the four simulation steps.
MCTS is a best-first search [5], [19], which uses playout to

predict candidate moves, and simultaneously builds the search
tree, from top to bottom, to improve the precision of the pre-
diction in the upper position. Hence, in the simulation of every
round, MCTS uses playout to predict the leaf node, and corrects
the ancestor 5 value from the leaf node based on the result
of the playout to improve the search quality.
1) two-Stage Search: Basic MCTS does not search in

stages, but rather takes the candidate moves as those with equal
importance, and distinguishes the significance of different
moves based on the playout results. However, since Connect6
is a sudden-death game, one side tends to immediately lose if it
neglects the threats possessed by the opponent. Therefore, this
paper divides the development of candidate moves into two
stages. The core idea of stages is that the focus is on solving the
sudden-death problem during the first stage, and on searching
for the most promising move during the second stage. This
form of MCTS is labeled two-Stage MCTS.
This paper uses an AND/OR tree to develop the search tree

to fit the situation of Connect6. As described in “Section II-C,”
for determining the game-theoretic value of the initial position,
the AND/OR tree is an appropriate means of doing this.
2) Types of Two-Stage MCTS in Connect6: Connect6 in-

volves three kinds of moves, including double-threat, single-
threat, and nonthreat moves. The use of two-stage MCTS to de-
velop candidate moves thus can be divided into two types, as
listed in Table I. The difference between the two types involves
the stage in which single-threat moves are generated.
Selection of two-stage MCTS is a strategic decision. In the

initial position, in the event of double-threat or single-threat
solutions, using different types will exert different effects on
searching efficiency. This paper employs an experimental
method to compare the two types.
If, in initial position, neither double-threat or single-threat so-

lutions exist, using two-stage search and focusing on TSS may
negatively impact the search for other candidate moves. Thus,
when playing games, it is necessary to make a suitable distribu-
tion according to usable resources.

B. The Four Strategic Steps of two-stage MCTS

As for the four steps of MCTS, this paper details the strategy
used in two-stage MCTS step-by-step form below.
1) Selection Strategy: Regarding selection strategy, this

paper uses UCT Selection because this approach is easy to

5PV is the value of back-propagation, which is the result of playout and eval-
uation for the leaf node in every simulation.

use and has performed well in numerous studies [5], [6], [11],
[13]. This approach is developed from the multiarmed bandit
problem [10], and it considers the balance between exploitation
and exploration. This approach not only selects the best node
based on the information obtained, but also selects less visited
nodes. In Formula 1, this approach chooses nodes from its
children, as follows:

where (1)

In two-stage MCTS, each node represents a given position
of a game. Let be the chosen node from the current node ,
be the child node of , and be the set of nodes that are the
children of node .
A node contains two pieces of information: and .

represents a value which is the result of playout and evaluation
for node and will be discussed in Subsection 4. denotes the
number of visits for node , and its value will be increased by
1 if it is a node in the simulation path. is the rate, and
represents a value like the win rate in MCTS, but its value may
be negative (opponent wins), and is calculated as described in
Formula 1.
Furthermore, is the exploration factor, and controls the bal-

ance between exploitation and exploration. Two-stage MCTS
uses different selection strategies for different types of candi-
date moves.
2) Type I of Two-Stage MCTS: During the first stage, to con-

sider the possible solution of double-threat moves, Type I of
two-stage MCTS equally develops double-threat moves. This
design aims to find whether T2 solution exists in a position,
and the experimental results indicate that BFS is more efficient
than DFS. This paper thus modified Formula 1. When two-stage
MCTS develops the T2-subtree of double-threat TSS, the devel-
opment of the T2-subtree resembles that of BFS. In T2-subtree,
this paper selects a node from its children using Formula 2

(2)

During the second stage, to offer more choices to the node
which is not T2 Fail6, this paper adds a value in the computation
of UCT selection, which is called Heuristic value . The
aim of the is to direct the search according to the heuristic
knowledge, and it increases the number of search times for the
T2-subtree. This approach is UCT selection enhancement, and
is a widely applied concept [5], [11].
Taking Fig. 12 as an example, when node A is T2 Fail, it

develops other candidate moves, such as nodes E and F. Eval-
uating node E involves double-threat moves for the defensive
side. Therefore, this node becomes the root of T2-subtree for
the defensive side, and thus is assigned an value.
The value is a heuristic value that increases the times of

selecting the T2-subtree. If a position has finished the first stage
search, and the T2 solution cannot be identified, the candidate
moves developed after the first stagemust search the T2 solution

6T2 Fail means the solution of double-threat TSS does not exist, and TSS Fail
means the solution of double-threat and single-threat TSS does not exist.
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Fig. 12. Search tree and its T2-subtree in two-stage MCTS. represents
double-threat move, and represents single-threat move.

Fig. 13. Search tree and its TSS-subtree of two-stage MCTS.

of the defensive side. The method of node selection from the
children of that position resembles that laid out in Formula 3

(3)

To search T2-subtree and the balance between other nodes
without T2-subtree, the value of the node is reduced by 1
after each simulation. The main advantage of this method is that
it gradually reduces the effect of value.
3) Type II of Two-Stage MCTS: The difference between

Types II and I is that the single-threat moves of Type II are
generated during the first stage. This kind of search mode forms
double-threat and single-threat moves during first stage. Fig. 13
shows the search tree of the Type II of two-stage MCTS.
Type II of two-stageMCTS cannot immediately show the dif-

ference between double-threat and single-threat moves at the
beginning of the first stage. Thus, this paper uses the value
method to give an value for double-threat moves after posi-
tion evaluation. This approach can distinguish moves with dif-
ferent threats via UCT Selection.
As for Type I, this value must be gradually decreased

during back-propagation.
4) Expansion Strategy: The concept of the two-stage MCTS

is used to control the timing of the generation of different candi-
date moves. In any position, candidate moves generated by one
side may have various types, and these moves are generated in
stages according to game features.
5) Node Evaluation: Node evaluation determines the posi-

tion of a node and generates candidate moves accordingly. In

two-stage MCTS, in position evaluation, this paper uses CTSS
to seek double-threat solutions. CTSS is used mainly because
it is highly efficient. While CTSS will waste some calculating
time to search, the associated benefits outweigh the calculating
time. The main reason for the benefits is shown in Property 2,
and can be demonstrated from the results of the experiment in
Section VI.
Moreover, because the search result of CTSS is a determined

value, two-stage MCTS does not need to waste any simula-
tion resources on these determined positions. Using CTSS for
node evaluation can rapidly reduce the state space search and
the number of simulations required.
6) Generating First-Stage Candidate Moves: In the pro-

posed Connect6 search method, the first stage focuses the
search on Threat-Moves. Therefore, after the node evolution,
candidate moves depend on the strategy developed in earlier
stages. This paper divides two-stage MCTS into two different
types based on the generation of single-threat moves. In first
stage, Type I of two-stage MCTS generates only double-threat
moves, but Type II generates double-threat and single-threat
moves.
In the proposed search architecture, CTSS is always used for

double-threat moves in a two-stage MCTS. Following this de-
velopment strategy, the development of double-threat moves is
based on ITSS. Restated, two-stage MCTS uses ITSS to search
for double-threat moves.
Some positions having numerous Threat-Moves may become

a heavy resource burden when searching for all possible Threat-
Moves. Therefore, the search should be based on information
gained to determine whether it should continue to focus the
search on Threat-Moves when resources are limited. This paper
proposes a method for determining whether it should continue
to search for the Threat-Moves under a position based on its
simulation times and rate.
This strategic approach is needed though the search re-

sults adversely affect accuracy if two-stage MCTS gives up
searching for Threat-Moves as the rate is low. However,
this cannot help being done like that under the limited resources.
The purpose of search is finding promising moves in level 1 of
the search tree, so this strategy is only used in the root node. If
the first-stage rate of the root node is low, two-stage MCTS
should give up searching for Threat-Moves and change the
search strategy to defense. The proposed strategy for selecting
simulation times and rate is described in Section VI-B.
7) Generating Second-Stage Candidate Moves: When

making candidate moves during the second stage, a gradual
generation method is used. When evaluating positions, a
heuristic function calculates and ranks the scores for all empty
cells in a position. Therefore, two-stage MCTS generates can-
didate moves based on the scores for empty cells. These empty
cells ordered by scores are called ordered-by-scores cells (or
probing cells). Therefore, the probing cells is the probing order
for all empty cells in a position, and it is also established in
node evaluation. The two-stage MCTS forms candidate moves
based on the probing cells during the second stage.
If two-stage MCTS generates candidate moves based on all

empty cells during the second stage, it results in an excessively
large number of candidate moves. Therefore, a gradual gen-
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eration method is used. Whenever two-stage MCTS generates
second-stage candidate moves, it uses a fixed number of probing
cells to generate candidate moves at a time.
The number of probing cells selected is a strategic consider-

ation. If the number is too large, it will result in excessive can-
didate moves, which may decrease search depth. However, too
few probing cells may ignore certain important cells in the be-
ginning.
Besides, to prevent excessively rapid search tree develop-

ment, and avoid wasting excessive time on search tree construc-
tion, two-stage MCTS establishes a leaf node in every simula-
tion.
8) Play Random Game (Playout) Strategy: MCTS uses

playout to forecast the possible condition of leaf node. This is a
strategic consideration. When selecting moves in playout, if one
simply randomly selects moves to place stones on empty cells,
the prediction is inadequate. Therefore, the playout method of
selecting moves should be identical to the expansion strategy
of the search tree in the simulation.
The strategy used in this step is making Threat-Moves the pri-

mary consideration, since if Threat-Moves exist in a position,
the likelihood of obtaining the TSS solution is higher. There-
fore, Threat-Moves are the first choice.
This paper limits the depth of playout based on the feature of

Connect6. This strategy supposes that the probability of a draw
increases with reducing the number of cells. Furthermore, if a
CTSS solution can be obtained when evaluating a position, this
position has no need to perform playout in prediction because
the of this position is determined.
9) Back-Propagation Strategy: Back-propagation describes

the mechanism whereby after every simulation, the result of the
evaluation or playout of the leaf node is propagated back to the
ancestor of the relevant node. This mechanism affects the se-
lection in the next simulation. Because this paper not only uses
playout to predict the leaf node, but also uses CTSS to search
for double-threat moves, it includes the reporting-back of both
situations.
The first situation involves reporting-back when CTSS finds

the T2 solution. This form of reporting-back can correct the an-
cestorValue above a node, and correct it according to every node
type (AND-Node or OR-Node).
Besides, when one position is determined, that position is as-

signed a larger value of playout . According to [29], the
number this paper used is that if offensive side wins, gain
10; if defensive side wins, lose 5.
The second situation is reporting-back after playout. The way

we use that is if offensive side wins, gain 1; if it is a draw,
earn 0; if defensive side wins, lose 1.

C. The Search Architecture of two-stage MCTS

This section describes the search architecture of two-stage
MCTS. Two-stage MCTS generates candidate moves in two
stages. The division of candidate moves is a strategic decision,
and is made based on the features of the game. Regardless of
stage strategy adopted, the difference of two-stage MCTS lies
in the mechanism that generates the candidate moves and the
stage-transition condition.

Fig. 14. Search architecture of two-stage MCTS.

1) The Development of Two-Stage Search: Fig. 14 illustrates
the development of the search tree for two-stage search. When
seeking a goal from an initial position, failure to identify a goal
means this position has no such goal. Simultaneously, changing
our target to the successors of the initial position examines
whether this goal exists for the successors, and developing other
candidate moves. When new candidate moves are generated,
it is necessary to examine whether this goal exists under these
new generated nodes.
Fig. 14 shows that when the goal of node A search fails, it is

necessary to examine whether this goal exists under nodes B and
C. Furthermore, when creating nodes H and I, it is necessary to
examine whether this goal exists under nodes H and I. Taking
the two-stage MCTS of Connect6 as an example, the goal of
Type I is a T2 solution, while that of Type II is a TSS solution.
The development of two-stage search proceeds in this way.
Following this developing mode, if the goal of the offen-

sive side cannot be identified, the development of the candi-
date moves of the offensive side will consider whether the goal
exists in the defensive side in two-stage MCTS. This method
can be accelerated to understand whether the offensive side will
encounter resistance from the defensive side in the candidate
moves of offensive side for fear that the defensive side wins.
2) Stage Transition: The above illustration demonstrates

that the search tree contains the first-stage subtree (T2-subtree
for Type I; TSS-subtree for Type II, see Figs. 12 and 13).
The second-stage search tree, shown in Fig. 14, represents the
inclusion relation between the first-stage subtree and the search
tree.
Type I of two-stageMCTS takes the double-threat solution as

its search target during the first stage. Thus, in the T2-subtree, if
the root of T2-subtree is T2 Fail, the stage transition is initiated.
Meanwhile, Type II takes the double-threat and single-threat
solutions as its search target during the first stage. Thus, when
the root of the TSS-subtree is TSS Fail, the stage transition is
initiated.
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Fig. 15. Two-stage MCTS algorithm.

Attacker of first-stage subtree can be the offensive or defen-
sive side of the search tree. Therefore, assessing search failure
in the first stage depends on the subtree not the search tree.

D. The Proposed Algorithm

This subsection describes the two-stage MCTS algorithm. It
includes two main parts: two-stage MCTS algorithm and play-
simulation algorithm.
1) Two-Stage MCTS Algorithm: Fig. 15 shows the MCTS

algorithm, which comprises three parts: the initial simulation
state, the simulation process, and the accumulation of simula-
tion times. The algorithm ends when it is proved that the offen-
sive side wins or loses; alternatively the search ends on reaching
the user set terminative condition.
Because this paper divides the search into two stages, the

MCTS algorithm implements the second stage after the end of
the first one. The of a node in an AND/OR tree is as fol-
lows: .
Consequently, three situations can exist when the algorithm

ends. First, the of root node is . This means that the
offensive side finds its solution. Second, the of root node
is . This means that the defensive side finds its solution, and
offensive side cannot defend this solution. In other cases, the

of root node is . This means that the game-
theoretic value of the initial position is unknown.
2) Play-Simulation Algorithm: The four steps involved in

MCTS are performed in the Play-Simulation function, as de-
tailed in Fig. 16.
The Play-Simulation algorithm comprises three parts: evalu-

ation, first-stage search, and second-stage search. The algorithm
only allows each node to be evaluated once. During evaluation,
generated threats are checked by moves based on the positions.
Appropriate defense is implemented in response to each threat,
and candidate moves are formed.
Besides, in the evaluating state, this paper adds the CTSS

check for double-threat moves. This method can accelerate the
examination of the game-theoretic value of a node (position). If
a solution of CTSS exists under this node, the of ancestor
must be updated from this node; otherwise, playout must be
predicted for this node.

V. HEURISTIC KNOWLEDGE—RELEVANCE-ZONE SEARCH

To demonstrate how an OR-Node becomes a position or
an AND-Node becomes a position in Connect6, the con-
cept of relevance zones [17], [20], [23], [26] is used to develop a
search tree in two-stage MCTS. The search method mentioned

Fig. 16. Play-Simulation algorithm.

in the section developed independently of [26], is similar to that
in Section III in [26].

A. Relevance Zone

In Connect6, threats are the key to prove winning positions.
Wu and Lin [26] proposed relevance-zone-oriented proof
(RZOP) search, a new threat-based proof search method. The
RZOP search is a powerful method of proving winning posi-
tions. For RZOP search, Wu and Lin presented a novel general
method for efficiently constructing and promoting relevance
zones in different orders. Relevance zone can substantially
reduce the search space; therefore, this section introduces
relevance-zone search in two-stage MCTS.
Fig. 17 is an example of relevance-zone search. When white

plays a move on (A, B) in Fig. 17(a), black has the CTSS solu-
tion shown in Fig. 17(b). When one side has the CTSS solution,
it is labeled Attacker in relevance-zone search while the other
side is labeled Defender. If Attacker finds a solution via CTSS,
Defender must place stones to prevent this CTSS solution from
replaying. Otherwise, Defender loses the game.
A method of constructing the relevance zone for Connect6 is

described in [26]. The Wu and Lin theory offered a sounder the-
oretical basis for constructing the relevance zone for a position
in Connect6. The key point of constructing the relevance zone is
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Fig. 17. Item (A) is a Connect6 Joseki obtained as described in [16], (B) is the
black CTSS solution, and (C) is the relevance zone based on the CTSS solution
for black. (A) The initial position. (B) A CTSS solution. The marked numbers
represent the order of stones placement for black and white. (C) The relevance
zone of the black CTSS solution comprises the area of gray cells.

forming a counter-threat segment or an inversion that prevents
Attacker from replaying.
Fig. 17(c) shows that the relevance zone .7

and are the set of empty cells in the initial position. The is
those cells in which one stone can form a counter threat segment
or an inversion, and is those cells in which two stones can
form a counter threat segment or an inversion. Note that since
and are incremental, .
Because relevance-zone search is embedded into two-stage

MCTS, the relevance zone in Fig. 17(c) is based on the initial
position and the CTSS solution for black. In Fig. 17(c), con-
struction of the relevance zone does not consider whether white
plays themove on (A, B). Therefore, if whitemakes a null move,
black can surely get this CTSS solution and construct this rele-
vance zone based on the CTSS solution.
In Fig. 17(c), the relevance zone derived in the CTSS solution

can be used for Defender. According to the initial position, if
Defender does not place any stone in the relevance zone

, Attacker can win based on this CTSS solution.
1) Property 4: Assume that Defender constructs the rele-

vance zone based on both the CTSS solution
and the initial position of Defender. If Attacker finds a CTSS

7In this paper, the relevance zone is described using the notation in [26].

solution, the cells in the relevance zone can clearly prevent
the CTSS solution from replaying.
Property 4 shows that if a CTSS solution exists on one side in

the situation where Defender has two stones to defend the CTSS
solution, the opposing side has two possible defenses:
1. place one stone in the relevance zone ;
2. make a Defender threat-move before Attacker establishes
the final winning position.

Making a Defender threat-move may not be done inside the
relevance zone . Although cells C and D in Fig. 17(c) are not
included in , they can form a counter threat segment. Rele-
vance-zone search is performed if Attacker presents two threats,
presents one threat, or presents no threat.

B. The Design of Relevance-Zone Search

The design of the relevance-zone search in this paper is based
on a CTSS solution. When one side has a CTSS solution, the
other side runs a relevance-zone search to generate candidate
moves. Relevance-zone search is performed depending on the
number of threats that Attacker has; therefore, the initial posi-
tion of relevance-zone search is determined in one of three sit-
uations. Explanations for these three situations are as follows.
1) Case 1: Attacker has Two Threats: Attacker presents two

threats, so Defender must place two stones to block the threats.
Thus, possible defensive moves are checked to determine if De-
fender can defend against the CTSS solution of Attacker. Case
1 of relevance-zone search is as follows.

Steps 1: Find the relevance zone based on
the new CTSS solution.
Steps 2: Judge whether the other defensive moves can de-
fend against the CTSS solution based on the relevance zone
generated in Steps 1.

The judgment of Steps 2 can be made based on the Property
4. In Fig. 18(a), white already makes two threats, so Defender
(black) considers the cells where it can place stones, namely A,
B, C, and D. The normal defense moves are (A, C), (A, D), (B,
C), and (B, D). Defender considers the situation where black
makes the move (A, C), and white obtains the CTSS solution,
as shown in Fig. 18(b). From relevance zone , cell B does
not occupy the relevance zone , and does not form threats
with black stones. Defender thus judges that defensive move (B,
C) cannot defend against the CTSS solution. By using this ap-
proach, black can quickly determine whether to defend from this
position. Consequently, the only problem is searching moves
(A, D) and (B, D) to determine whether white has a CTSS so-
lution.
2) Case 2: Attacker Has Only One Threat: Because one

threat already exists in this case of relevance-zone search, one
stone is to block one threat. Only one stone can currently defend
against the CTSS solution. Therefore, this case of relevance-
zone search is based on the blocking cells to check whether the
cell can defend the CTSS solution respectively.
When constructing the relevance zone, the position must in-

clude the blocking cell in this case, and it is sufficient to con-
struct relevance zone . For Fig. 19(a), black plays a move on
(A, B), and white finds a CTSS solution in Fig. 19(b); therefore,
black has to determine whether blocking cell A is indefensible.
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Fig. 18. Example of relevance-zone search where Attacker has two threats,
and relevance zone is omitted in (B). (A) Initial position. (B) White finds
the CTSS solution, and the gray cells represent relevance zone Z1 based on (A).

Fig. 19. Example of relevance-zone search where Attacker has one threat. (A)
The initial position, (B) a CTSS solution based on black plays a move on cells
(A, B) from the initial position, (C) the initial position of black places one stone
on cell A, and (D) the relevance zone Z1 constructed based on (C) and the CTSS
solution of (B).

If Defender is indefensible in a position, Attacker can find a so-
lution regardless of how Defender moves.
To prove that blocking cell A is indefensible, the position

in which black places one stone on cell A must be the initial
position. Fig. 19(d) shows the relevance zone constructed
based on this initial position. That is to say, black has one stone
fixed on cell A, and relevance-zone search must verify whether
the cell A is indefensible.
In Fig. 19(d), the relevance zone excludes the cell B be-

cause Fig. 19(b) has proved that cell B cannot defend this CTSS
solution. Therefore, the only way to defend this CTSS solution
is to play another stone in the relevance zone of Fig. 19(d).

Fig. 20(a) shows another CTSS solution for white when black
plays one stone on cell A and another stone on cell C, which is
in the relevance zone of Fig. 19(d). In Fig. 20(a), the area of
gray cells indicates the relevance zone constructed based on
the position of Fig. 19(c) and the new CTSS solution. Fig. 20(b)
is the subset computed for the intersection of relevance zone
(see Fig. 19(d)) and (see Fig. 20(a)). Clearly, the cells in this
subset can prevent both CTSS solutions from replaying, and the
cells outside this subset must have at least one of the two CTSS
solutions to win by replaying.
Therefore, if no stone is placed in the subset of Fig. 20(b), the

move is indefensible for the two CTSS solutions. In this case of
relevance-zone search, the judgment of an indefensible move
has to take care of the relaxed critical defense. The move for
blocking single threat in relaxed critical defense is unsuitable
for this judgment. Fig. 21 shows an example of relaxed critical
defense. White has one threat in this Connection Pattern, and
black can block it by placing a single stone on cell A, but black
can also block it by placing two stones on cells B and C.
Fig. 20 illustrates the situation where Defender has one stone

to defend a CTSS solution. The basis for judging relevance-
zone search failure is the number of cells in the subset generated
by calculating the intersection for a series of relevance zones
. If the number of cells in the subset equals zero, relevance-

zone searches fail if Defender has one stone to defend a CTSS
solution.
Thus, when the subset contains at least one cell, candidate

moves can be generated based on those cells. Case 2 of the rel-
evance-zone search is as follows.

Steps 1: Find the relevance zone based on the
new CTSS solution given above.
Steps 2: Calculate the intersection based on the new rele-
vance zone and other previous relevance zone , and
judge whether the number of cells in the subset is equal
to zero. If the number of cells in the subset is not equal to
zero, go to Steps 3. If it equals zero, relevance-zone search
fails under the blocking cell. If all relevance-zone searches
fail under all blocking cells, Defender fails.
Steps 3: Define nodes as indefensible if they have already
been produced, but cannot be defended.
Steps 4: Form possible defensive moves based on the cells
blocking one threat and the cells in the subset formed by
calculating the intersection.

3) Case 3: Attacker has no Threat: Because Attacker
presents no threat, the two Defender stones can be used to
defend a CTSS solution. This case is more complex because
the candidate moves to defend a CTSS solution are more than
the Case 2.
Fig. 17 is an example of Case 3. If Attacker finds a CTSS

solution, it can be sure that Defender must place one of the two
stones on of Fig. 17(c); otherwise, Defender loses
the game [26]. In this paper, the relevance-zone search in Case
3 has a heuristic design, which can be divided into three parts.
4) Case 3–1: Attacker Finds the First CTSS Solution: If At-

tacker finds the first CTSS solution, it constructs the relevance
zone and checks whether the nodes already pro-
duced are indefensible. A move is indefensible in Case 3-1 if:
• neither of its two stones is in ;
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Fig. 20. Example of intersection computed for relevance zones. (A) The constructed based on the Fig. 19(c). (B) The subset of relevance zone, which is the
intersection of Figs. 19(d) and 20(a).

Fig. 21. Example of the relaxed critical defense for single threat.

• one stone is in , but not in , and the other is outside
;

• the move cannot form the threat before Attacker estab-
lishes the winning position.

According to Property 4, the relevance zone is a critical
relevance zone. If Defender places one stone in , it can pre-
vent the CTSS solution from replaying. The proposed strategy
in this case is to defend the relevance zone in the first place.
The steps for Case 3–1 of the relevance-zone search are as fol-
lows.

Steps 1: Find the relevance zone based on
the new CTSS solution.
Steps 2: Define nodes as indefensible if they are already
produced and cannot be defended.
Steps 3: Generate candidate moves based on the relevance
zone .

The aim of generating candidate moves in this part is to verify
whether cells in relevance zone are indefensible. Therefore,
candidate moves are generated for every two cells in relevance
zone . In Fig. 22, relevance zone has 73 cells, so it can
generate 37 candidate moves. If the number of cells in is odd,
it randomly selects a cell in but not in to form a move. In
the next part, it must prove that every cell in is indefensible.
5) Case 3-2: Verify Whether the Cells in Relevance Zone
Can Defend Black CTSS Solution: When Attacker finds the

other CTSS solution, it starts to check whether the two cells
of the move are indefensible. The procedure is the same as in
Case 2 of the relevance-zone search because the two cells can
be considered the blocking cells. In Fig. 23(a), white plays a
move on cells A and B, which are in the relevance zone
of Fig. 22, and black finds a new CTSS solution. In this sit-
uation, relevance-zone search starts to verify whether cells A
and B are indefensible. Therefore, the relevance zones are con-
structed based on white playing a stone on cell A and B as in (B)

Fig. 22. Relevance zone obtained as in Fig. 17(c).

and (C), respectively, in Fig. 23. Case 3–2 of the relevance-zone
search is same as Case 2.
6) Case 3-3: Verify the Cells That are in but not in :

When all cells in the critical relevance zone have proven to fail
in defending Attacker CTSS solution in part two, relevance-
zone search starts to verify whether cells that are in but not
in are indefensible. Candidate moves generated in this part
are based on cells that can form threat-move.
In Fig. 17(c), cells E, F, and G are qualified, but cell H is not

qualified because cell H was proven indefensible in part two.
The defensive moves formed by these three qualified cells are
(E, F), (E, G), and (F, G), respectively. If all the defensive moves
formed by cells that are in but not in fail, Case 3 of the
relevance-zone search fails.

C. Conclusion in Relevance-Zone Search

Relevance-zone search can be used not only when the offen-
sive side defends a CTSS solution of the defensive side, but also
when the offensive side searches for promising moves in the
search tree. If the offensive side makes a move, a CTSS solution
exists for the associated position. Meanwhile, relevance-zone
search can be performed on the offensive side to judge whether
the defensive side can defend against the CTSS solution. Such
a search can significantly assist the offensive side in seeking
useful moves and can improve overall search efficiency.
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Fig. 23. Example of relevance-zone search where Attacker has no threat. (A) The black CTSS solution based on white plays a move on cells A and B. (B) The
based on white plays a stone on cell A and the CTSS solution of (A). (C) The based on white plays a stone on cell B and the CTSS solution of (A).

TABLE II
RESULTS OF KAVALAN IN THE LAST TOURNAMENTS

VI. EXPERIMENTS

This section explains the experimental method and results.
This paper designs two types of experiments. The first exper-
iment involves comparing searching algorithms. This experi-
ment tests accuracy and efficiency. The second experiment fo-
cuses on performance.
This paper developed an AI player capable of playing the

game Connect6, named Kavalan. Kavalan has participated in
the Computer Olympiad, Connect6, four times, and Table II lists
the results [10]. The two-stage MCTS was developed after the
tournament in 2009, and it won silver in 2010.
The experiments were performed on 2.0 GHz with 2GB of

memory running Windows XP.

A. Comparison of the Searching Algorithm for the TSS
Solution

The first experiment aims to analyze the accuracy and effi-
ciency for positions with TSS solution in two-stageMCTS. This
paper gathers the latest year puzzles from a Taiwanese Connect6

website [16], and obtains 30 puzzles for use as an experimental
test benchmark for the algorithm.
To examine the ability of two-stage MCTS to search TSS so-

lution, this paper divides these puzzles into the T2 and TSS so-
lutions. For the 30 puzzles, 12 questions belong to T2 solutions,
and 18 belong to TSS solutions.
For these puzzles with T2 solution, only the use of CTSS can

obtain solutions. Therefore, this paper considered five examples
of double-threat solutions that could not be obtained by CTSS
from the initial position. The five examples are ITSS-Example-1
to ITSS-Example-5, and Appendix A presents these examples
in Figs. 25–29, respectively. Therefore, Figs. 25–29 are the puz-
zles in which CTSS cannot find the double-threat solution from
the initial position, but the solution can be found by ITSS.
Algorithm Setup: The maximum probing positions of BFS

and DFS are limited to 600 000. Basic DFS has no depth limit,
but the outcome is bad for these puzzles with T2 solutions.
Therefore, this paper tests the results of limiting the search depth
of DFS from six to 19. Table III lists the outcome of DFS, in-
cluding the best test result. Besides, the search of DFS and BFS
is limited to double-threat moves, and excludes other candidate
moves.
The simulation times of traditional MCTS, two-stage MCTS

(Type I), and two-stage MCTS (Type II) are limited to 60 000.
For these different types of MCTS, this paper uses six con-
trolling variables to control MCTS. The control variables of
two-stage MCTS are shown in Table III.
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TABLE III
THE CONTROL VARIABLE AND ITS VALUE

TABLE IV
SEARCH ALGORITHM COMPARISON FOR THE T2 SOLUTION

The playout step begins when MCTS enters a position that
has not yet been identified as a determined position in the search
tree. Elaborating an efficient playout strategy is a difficult issue.
In Kavalan, the number of moves per playout is limited because
the purpose of playout is estimating the given position. For Con-
nect6, the TSS solution under a position may exceed one, so
finding the nearest solution is helpful. Therefore, if playout re-
quires excessive computing resources to estimate positions, per-
formance is adversely affected.
1) Double-Threat TSS: To understand the efficiency of the

two-stage MCTS search algorithm, this paper compares it with
the traditional MCTS and the brute-force methods, BFS and

DFS. Table IV lists the results with the unit of search time is
seconds. The number under the search time (inside the paren-
thesis) is the number of node expansions, including the CTSS
search positions for double-threat moves.
At the beginning of developing MCTS, this paper does not

use value to distinguish between threat and nonthreat
moves. The results demonstrate that solutions are unavailable
for most puzzles. This paper thus finds that it is difficult to
find sudden-death property of Connect6 in a position if simply
using playout to control search tree development.
The difference between the two types of MCTS during the

first stage is that type I only generates double-threat moves
while type II simultaneously generates both double-threat and
single-threat moves.
When the T2 solution occupies the initial position, Type I

searches fewer positions while Type II searches more. However,
if double-threat moves are assigned a value and given reg-
ular search times during the first stage, it is possible to improve
the efficiency when using Type II to search for those puzzles
with T2 solution.
The experimental results demonstrate that the extra calcula-

tion time associated with using CTSS to assess double-threat
moves does not compromise the searching efficiency, but rather
significantly improves it.
Although two-stage MCTS does not offer the fastest

searching in all these testing puzzles, the total time clearly
demonstrates that regardless of type of two-stage MCTS,
MCTS has superior search efficiency to BFS and DFS. Fur-
thermore, ITSS-Example-5 clearly demonstrates that ITSS
can demonstrate greater search efficiency in the case of more
difficult T2 solutions.
The experimental results show that new Kavalan using ITSS

can solve 100% puzzles with T2 solution.
2) Single-Threat TSS: Among the 18 puzzles of TSS solu-

tions, this paper excludes two, 2008-Q1–1–3 and 2008-Q3–1–4,
because they lack TSS solution. Table V lists the results.
Searching single-threat solution is a more difficult ques-

tion. Because Type I of two-stage MCTS does not generate
single-threat first in candidate moves, it is hard to search for
the TSS solution based on the experimental results. Type II of
two-stage MCTS generates single-threat moves during the first
stage. Thus, it can focus its search on all threat moves.
The experimental results show that relevance-zone search is

helpful in searching for single-threat moves. The new Kavalan
using Type II of two-stage MCTS with relevance-zone search
can solve 75% (12/16) of puzzles with TSS solutions.
3) The Efficient Analysis in MCTS: The experimental result

shows that the two-stage MCTS works in Connect6. A node
expansion involves the search of CTSS for examining double-
threat moves and the playout for nondetermined moves. From
the Table V, the average time for nodes expansion is about 8300
nodes/s whether the relevance-zone search is used or not for
proving some positions.

B. Performance Analysis in Kavalan

Threat Space Search is the most common search method in
Connect6 as described in [17], [20], [23], and [26], and rel-
evance zones are used to accelerate the proof for some posi-
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TABLE V
SEARCH ALGORITHM COMPARISON FOR THE TSS SOLUTION

tions. This paper also uses these two methods to conduct Con-
nect6 search. The MCTS architecture is also used to develop
the search tree by integrating TSS and by proving the rele-
vance zones. The proposed search architecture used to fit the
sudden-death property of Connect6 is called two-stage MCTS.
When using the concept of stages to generate candidate

moves, the search tree can be developed by using various
searching algorithms such as proof number search, PNS or
Monte Carlo Tree Search, MCTS. Here, MCTS is used because
it has proven effective in numerous game searches.
In Connect6, threats are the key to proving winning positions;

therefore, threat-based searches such as TSS or relevance zones
are aimed at proving winning positions. Although MCTS is not
aimed at proving winning positions, it is effective for finding
the most promising move.
Fig. 24 is a search tree for two-stage MCTS. The positions

H, V, and W are proved as winning positions. Therefore, the
offensive side chooses to play move C based on the search tree
because move C gets more PV value in back-propagation as
described in Section IV. In two-stage MCTS, simulation times
for move C are bigger if the resources are unlimited.
In contest, because the resources are limited, whether the

search should focus on threat-moves must be determined on the
simulation times and the rate of the root node. The predic-
tion of rate for the root node may be incorrect in the initial
MCTS simulations because the prediction is based mostly on
playout results. The prediction accuracy for the root node in-
creases with the development of the search tree if the structure
of the developed tree is correct.

Fig. 24. Search tree for two-stage MCTS.

From observation, when the simulation times for a position
exceed 6000, the rate is reliable. Therefore, if the simulation
times for the root node exceed 6000 and the rate for the
offensive side is less than , the searching strategy changes
from attacking to defending. This strategy is only adopted in
contest because the time is limited.
Based on the two-stage MCTS techniques described in this

paper, the new Kavalan is significantly stronger than Kavalan
2009, and can beat it about 95% of the time. A total of 40
contests were tested, and players move alternately starting with
black. Kavalan 2009 uses only double-threat moves in threat-
based search, and lacks the ability to search for single-threat so-
lutions.
Furthermore, this paper tested the playing strength of the pro-

posed two-stage MCTS against the most recent version of X6
(v1.4.1.d1), at level 14. X6 is the first rank of the 12th Computer
Olympiad, Connect6 in 2007, and it was developed by Liou and
Yen [22]. The result of the contests is that new Kavalan won
seven of 10 games. Clearly, two-stage MCTS significantly im-
proved the search performance of Kavalan.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A. Conclusion

This paper presents a new search architecture for Monte
Carlo Tree Search in Connect6, and calls it two-stage MCTS.
According to the experimental results, the proposed two-stage
MCTS search structure has the following three advantages.
• The search efficiency of TSS solution
This paper proposed two-stage MCTS search structure for
Connect6 based on its feature of sudden-death. Two-stage
MCTS significantly outperforms traditional MCTS in the
case of positions for which TSS solutions exist.
The proposed structure uses stages to develop candidate
moves. According to the experimental results, the search
efficiency significantly exceeds that of traditional MCTS
for positions for which TSS solutions exist.
According to the experimental results, new Kavalan can
solve 100% puzzles with double-threat solutions, and can
solve 75% (12/16) of puzzles with single-threat solution
for the test puzzles presented here.

• A new search structure for double-threat TSS
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Fig. 25. ITSS-Example-1: White to play and win.

Fig. 26. ITSS-Example-2: White to play and win.

For the position for which double-threat solution exists, the
ITSS search structure provided in this paper is clearly more
efficient than BFS, DFS, or traditional MCTS.
According to the two-stage MCTS search structure, if the
solution can be obtained via CTSS under the initial posi-
tion, it can also be obtained through CTSS with an equiv-
alent search time.
Because ITSS develops T2-subtree via iteration, it can
avoid extending all the search branches and wasting calcu-
lation time. Though using CTSS to evaluate double-threat
moves involves repetitive calculations, the time costs of
this additional calculation are outweighed by the other
time savings.

• Relevance-zone search
To accelerate the demonstration of a defensive side (OR-
Node) fails versus offensive side (AND-Node) wins, this
paper uses the relevance-zone search.
According to heuristic knowledge of Connect6, this paper
proposes using relevance-zone search to accelerate the
demonstration of whether offensive side wins or defen-
sive side fails. The experiment proves that this approach
can avoid unnecessary searches of extensive state space,
reducing time spent on the demonstration.

B. Future Work

This paper divides candidate moves using a two-stage
scheme. Because three kinds of candidate moves exist for
Connect6, candidate moves can be divided into three-stages.
Whether three-stages can improve search efficiency is worth
discussing.
Furthermore, ITSS is the search architecture for double-threat

TSS, and can be combined with numerous search methods to
develop the search tree. This paper only used MCTS to develop

Fig. 27. ITSS-Example-3: Black to play and win.

Fig. 28. ITSS-Example-4: White to play and win.

Fig. 29. ITSS-Example-5: White to play and win.

ITSS. Whether PNS can improve the efficiency of T2 or TSS
solutions deserves exploration.

APPENDIX
ITSS EXAMPLES

The figures above are the ITSS test puzzles in the experi-
ments. Therefore, from Fig. 25 to Fig. 29 are the puzzles in
which CTSS cannot find the T2 solution, but the T2 solution
can be found by ITSS discussed in Section III. The numbers in
figure represent the order of moves.
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